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Abstract 
This paper presents a fast technique for fitting a Kriging surface of the form 
s(·) = I:1 a/I>(· - x1) + :Ej=l ,N1(-), where <Pis a semi-variogram determined from 
the data. Finding the coefficients of s by conventional techniques requires O(N3 ) 
operations, and O(N2 ) storage. Numerical evidence suggests that for typical <P's the 
iterative method presented here requires O(N log N) operations and O(N) storage. 
Keywords: universal Kriging, preconditioned iterative method, moment method. 
1 Introduction 
Kriging is a surface fitting method which models spatial processes, Z(x), in d dimensions. 
Areas where it has been applied include geophysics, hydrology, meteorology, mining en-
gineering and bathymetry, see for example Cressie [9]. Kriging approximates the spatial 
process, Z(x), under the assumption 
Z(x) = µ(x) + K(x). 
Here µ(x), the large scale variation, or the trend, of the process is an unknown element of 
some known finite dimensional subspace P of functions. K(x) is a zero mean intrinsically 
stationary random process. These assumptions on the variability of Z(x) are described 
in detail in Cressie [10, §2.2.1 and §3.4]. When they hold the Kriging approximation 
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for each x EV C 1<,d, where Z(x) is the actual value of the surface and s(x) is the Kriged 
value obtained using the linear unbiased predictor 
N 
s(x) = L AiZi· (2) 
i=l 
Here, { z1 , ... , ZN} are the observed values at the corresponding spatial locations { x1, ... , x N} 
and ). = >.(x) = {>.1, ... , AN} E RN is the vector of coefficients to be determined. These 
coefficients are subject to the constraints 
N 
L Ajq(xi) = q(x), for all q E 'P, (3) 
j=l 
which make the predictor unbiased. Let m = dim('P) and {q1, ... , Qm} be some basis for 
P then the constraints (3) can be written 
N 
L AjQi(xj) = Qi(x), for all i = 1, ... , m. 
j=l 
(4) 
Often P will be 1rt, the space of polynomials of degree k in d variables. Then the 
co~straints are the same as those found in the usual formulation of the radial basis function 
(RBF) interpolation equations. In the RBF setting they are interpreted as conditions which 
take away the extra degrees of freedom added by introducing the polynomial part. In the 
Kriging context they are conditions that make >. unbiased. When appropriate conditions 
(see equation (5)) on Z(x) are met, minimizing the prediction error renders a surface which 
is as accurate as possible at the point x. The predictor in this case is called a best linear 
unbiased predictor. It results in a surface (2) that can be written in the RBF like form 
m 
s(·) = L aj~(· - Xj) + L 1jQj(·). 
j j=l 
Furthermore, the system (14) and (16) that would be solved to find the coefficients in 
the above "dual" formulation of the Kriging surface, are identical with those of the usual 
formulation of the RBF interpolation problem. 
As can be seen above, and is well known, Kriging and RBF fitting are highly related. 
Indeed for fixed ~ and polynomial degree the fits produced by both methods are identical. 
However, the motivations of the two methods, and the assumptions underlying them, are 
different. In RBF fitting, the choice of a quadratic smoothness penalty, also called an 
energy seminorm, will determine ~ and thus the RBF interpolant to be fitted. In the 
Kriging model, assumptions are made about the variability of the data as a function of 
position, and then ~ is determined experimentally from the data. Which method is more 
appropriate is application dependent. See [11, 12, 14, 15, 22] for discussions and numerical 
results comparing Kriging and splines. 
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Our discussion here applies to a type of Kriging known as universal Kriging with poly-
nomial trend. This type of Kriging can be split into three parts: finding the semi-variogram 
(or basis function); forming the Kriged or fitted surface; and forming the prediction error 
surface. In this paper we concentrate on the second part, forming the Kriged surface. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a fast method for forming the fitted surface 
when the number of data points, N, is large, say greater than 4000, and assuming the semi-
variogram is already known. Experiments indicate that this method requires O(N log N) 
operations and O(N) storage, whereas direct fitting requires O(N3 ) operations and O(N2 ) 
storage. The method used is a developement of a method which has been successful in the 
RBF context in the special cases of thin-plate spline and multiquadric cI>'s. Here it is used 
instead with several semi-variograms commonly used in Kriging, and in combination with 
a moment based fast multiplication technique. Furthermore, the moment method, used 
as a fast evaluator, allows evaluation of the fitted surface at an incremental cost of 0(1) 
operations per extra point. 
The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines the universal Kriging procedure. 
Section 3 describes a fast method based on preconditioned GMRES iteration, and moment 
method multiplication, for forming the Kriged surface. Section 4 presents numerical results 
using random data. Section 5 discusses forming the prediction error surface and Section 6 
gives numerical results for a geophysical dataset. 
We alert the reader that there are other iterative methods for fast solution of RBF 
interpolation systems that may also be useful in the Kriging context. We mention in 
particular an improved version of the method described in [4], which is currently under 
developement. 
2 Surface fitting by universal Kriging 
In this section we outline some of the theory of Kriging, and the "dual" form of the Kriging 
equations. 
Universal Kriging with polynomial trend is a form of Kriging that is appropriate if the 
trend in the data can be approximated by an unknown polynomial of degree k, see Cressie 
[10, §3.4). This type of Kriging can be used when Z(x) satisfies, 
d µ E 7rk, 
E(Z(x)) = µ(x), for all x ED, 
var(Z(x + h) - Z(x)) = 2cI>(h) for all x, x + h ED. 
(5) 
The function cI>(h) is referred to as the semi-variogram and 2cI>(h) as the variogram. If 
the semi-variogram is radial, i.e. cI>(h) = </>(lhl), then Z(x) is called isotropic, otherwise 
it is anisotropic. Often a simple linear transformation of the spatial locations can give a 
system which is isotropic in the new data . 
. The numerical results in this paper are only for the isotropic case although the method 
can easily be applied in the anisotropic setting. Due to microscale variation and measure-
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ment error <I>(h) is often discontinuous at the origin. If this is the case we can write 
<I>(h) _ { 0, llhll = 0, 
- Co+ f (h), llhll -/= 0, (6) 
where f (h) is not necessarily radial but is continuous at O with f (0) = 0. The equations 
specifying an universal Kriging surface are solvable whenever the semi-variogram, <I>, is 
strictly conditionally negative definite of order k + 1 (SCND-(k + 1)). See for example (4] 
for the definition of SCND-(k + 1) and a _proof of solvability. In this paper we consider 
semi-variograms in 'R--2 of type (6). 
In the remainder of this section we develop the well known equations for finding the 
coefficients, ,\ = -\(x), of the Kriged surface. A good source for these and other Kriging 
equations is (10]. Expanding the square term in equation (1), using the predictor (2), and 
constraints on,;\ (4), we obtain 
(Z(x) - s(x))' = ( Z(x) - ~ ,\;Z,) 
2
, 
= ~ ,,\Z(x)2 - 2 ~,;\iZiZ(x) + (~,;\iZi) 
2
, 
i i i 
= ~Ai(Zi - Z(x)) 2 - ~AiZ[ + (~Aizi)
2
, 
i i i 
= L-Ai(Zi - Z(x)) 2 - LLAjAiZ[ + LLAjAiZjZi, 
i j i j i 
= L Ai(Zi - Z(x)) 2 - ~LL AjAi(Zi - Zj) 2 . 
i j i 
(7) 
Now using equations (7) and (5) in (1) the following expression can be obtained for the 
prediction error 
E( (Z(x) - s(x)) 2 ) = E (~,;\i(Zi - Z(x)) 2 - ~ ~~.AjAi(Zi - Zi) 2), 
i J i 
= 2 L-Ai<I>(xi - x) - LL,-\-Aj<I>(xi - Xj)· (8) 
j 
The coefficients A= .A(x) E RN are found by solving a constrained minimization problem 
of the form 
mJn E( (Z(x) - s(x))2) 




If we write cj(,\) = Ei AiQj(xi) - qj(x) then the Lagrangian of this equality constrained 
problem can be written 
m 
l(,\, v) = E( (Z(x) - s(x)) 2 ) - 2 L VjCj(A), 
j=l 
(10) 
where v = (v1, ... , vmf are Lagrange multipliers. The first order necessary conditions for 
a solution of (9) are then 
v' >. l(,\, v) =·o, and v' vl(,\, v) = 0. (11) . 
Substituting (8) into the expression (10) we find that at a minimum 
m 
L A/P(xj - xi) - <I>(xi - x) + L vkqk(xi) = 0, i = 1 ... N, 
j k=l 
L Ajqi(xj) = qi(x), i = 1, ... , m, (12) 
j 




(A<I>)ij = <I>(xi - Xj), i,j = 1, ... , N, 
Qij = qj(xi), i = 1, ... ,N, j = 1, ... ,m, 
g = (<I>(x - Xi), ... '<I>(x - XN )f, 
and 
Now, g is a function of the evaluation point x, so finding the surface will involve solving 
(13) for each evaluation point. This requires O(N2) operations assuming N is small enough 
that we can form and store some suitable factorization of B<I>, for example a pT LU or a 
QR factorization. Of course it will often be the case that N is too large for factorization 
of B<I> to be practical. It is common practice [14, 15, 21] to find s(x) using a subset 
consisting of the closest /3 points to x2 • This approximate method involves something 
between 0(/32) and 0((33) operations per point. Unfortunately, using this approach, minor 
2For some data sets and some evaluation points the set of f3 points may not be unique. If this is the 
case then the set should be found in a consistent manner. 
~ 
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discontinuities can occur at evaluation points where the subsets of local indices change. 
Also, prediction errors and confidence intervals are larger. The following "dual" Kriging 
equations (21, 10, 16] suggest an alternative method to form the prediction surface. From 
(2) and (13) we obtain 
s ( x) = [ zT Q] [ ~ l = [ zT Q] B; 1 [ ~ l · (15) 
Now B;1 is symmetric so we can solve 
(16) 
for [aT ,r]T to get RBF-like coefficients that do not depend on x. Equation (15) then 
becomes 
s(x) = [at ,r] [ ~ ] = ~ ai<I?(x - xi)+ t 1jqj(x). 
i J=l 
(17) 
Note that (17) and (16) are the usual expressions for an RBF, and the usual system used 
to determine the coefficients of an interpolatory RBF, respectively. 
The possibility of using fast evaluation techniques similar to those developed for radial 
basis functions (3, 5] to reduce the operation count for finding the "dual" Kriging coefficients 
has been previously mentioned in passing by some authors including (14, 15, 7]. 
3 A fast fitting method for large N 
In this section we present a method for forming the Kriged surface using the REF-like coeffi-
cients in (17). The method involves a combination of a preconditioner, a fast matrix-vector 
multiplication code appropriate for the function <I?, and the GMRES iterative algorithm 
for solving linear systems. The numerical experiments of later sections will show that for 
several typical semi-variograms this method can determine the RBF-like coefficients of the 
Kriged surface in O(N log N) operations. 
A similar approach has been successfully applied to solving RBF interpolation problems 
in the special cases of thin-plate spline and multiquadric basic functions in [2]. In the 
current paper we use instead several semi-variograms <I? common in the Kriging context. 
Another difference here is that the matrix-vector products arising in the GMRES iteration 
are performed with a fast moment method (6, 1). This is a method which computes 
the action of the matrix A<I> = ( <I? ( Xi - xi)) on a vector of coefficients in approximately 
Q(N) operations and using only O(N) storage. Direct calculation of the same matrix-
vector product requires O(N2) operations and also O(N2) storage, making large problems 
intractable. In contrast to the more established fast multipole like methods, the fast 
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moment method is highly adaptive to changes of basic function <I>. Changing to a different 
<I> requires only the coding of a one or two line function for the slow evaluation of <I>. 
This adaptivity makes the fast moment method well suited for the Kriging application 
where many different <l>'s occur. The fast moment method can also be used to reduce the 
incremental cost of evaluation of the fitted surface, s, at a single additional point, x, to 
0(1) operations instead of O(N) operations. 
The heuristic underlying the approximate Lagrange function preconditioning used is 
to change from the basis of functions, <I>j = <I>(· - Xj), to a basis of functions 'lpj, where 
'lj;j(xi) ~ Oij· We write the new basis element, 'lpj, in the form 
m N 
'lj;j(·) = Lcikqk(·) + L(}ii<I>(· - xi)· (18) 
k=l i=l 
Each 'lpj is constructed so that { Oji}f'!:1 is orthogonal to polynomials in the sense of equation 
(4). 
This change of basis leads to the new system of fitting equations 
A1/Jy = z (19) 
where (A,p)ij = 'lj;j(xi), This is the linear system to which GMRES is applied. In practice 
A,p is never formed, as it is too expensive to store and use. Rather its action on a vector is 
calculated using the fast moment method in O(N) operations .. To ensure fast convergence 
of the GMRES iteration we aim to choose the 'lpj elements so that A,p has eigenvalues 
that are clustered within a small relative radius. Such clustering is well known (13, 20, 8) 
to guarantee fast convergence of the GMRES iteration. Our 'lj; elements are constructed 
so that the 'lj; interpolation matrix has ones on the main diagonal and is close to zero 
everywhere else. Figure (1) shows the resulting clustered eigenvalues of A,p and the non-
clustered eigenvalues of At/> for the basis function </>(h) = h. 
Different strategies for finding the Oji's can greatly affect the performance of A,p in 
GMRES. If the Oj/s were chosen so that 'lj;j(Xj) = 1 and 'lj;j(xi) = 0, i =f. j then A,p = I and 
GMRES would converge in one iteration. However, forming the 'lpj elements in this way 
would require the solution of N full size linear systems. Clearly this is not practical. To 
reduce the computation we restrict the number of non-zero {Oji}f'!:1 to /3 << N for each j. 
We define the set Si to be the set of f3 indices i such that Oji is possibly non-zero. Thus 
the new basis element is a sum over the indices in Sj, or specifically 
m 
'lj;j(·) = I:cjkqk(·) + L(}ii<I>(· - xi)· (20) 
k=l 
Various strategies for finding the (}j/s are given in (2). Some of these strategies are <I> 
. specific and are unsuitable for this paper. The strategy we use for most of this paper is to 
pick the index set Sj as a set of indices of f3 closest points to Xj, together with the indices 
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Figure 1: Eigenvalue plots for the basis function ¢(h) = h. The spatial data is one thousand 
random points within the domain (0, 1]2. 
'lj;j(xi) = 0, i E Sj, i # j. This strategy yields an approximate cardinal function, called a 
local centres and special points approximate cardinal function in [2]. The idea of including 
special points in Sj is to force 'lpj to zero at various points widely scattered throughout 
the domain. It is then expected that 'lpj will be close to zero near these points. If we were 
fitting within the square (0, 1]2 then a suitable choice of four special points would be the 
centres closest to (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1) respectively. Figure (2) shows a single new 
basis element formed with this strategy for the semi-variogram ¢(h) = 1 - exp(-h) . It is 
clear from the graph that in this case the strategy has been extremely successful and the 
corresponding column of the matrix A'l/J will be very close to the Ph column of the identity. 
Forming 'lpj involves solving a (,B+T+m) x (,B+T+m) system ofinterpolation equations. 
These systems can be converted to be symmetric positive definite using the method of [4]. 
Solving via Cholesky then takes 0((/3 + T + m) 3 /6) operations 3 To reduce the operation 
counts in this setup we often use the same Cholesky decomposition for more than one 'ljJ 
element. In the examples given in table 1 about O.lN Cholesky decompositions were formed 
and in table 2 about 0.3N Cholesky decompositions were formed. The preconditioning is 
slightly less effective using this technique due to the unbalanced nature of the subsets. In 
our experience the increase in GMRES iterations is only small and so forming 'ljJ elements 
in this way is worthwhile. 
Now to find the RBF-like coefficients [at -?] we simply convert from the good 'ljJ basis 
3We count operations in old flops, each old flop being one multiplication or division, together with one 












figure 2: 1 A new basis element based on fifty local points and nine special points out of a 
· aMIJ.mt of one thousand points. The dots above the graph indicate the spatial data points 
,«y,bhe, asterix's indicate the location of points in Si . 
. · ''e bad <P basis. Letting T be an N x N matrix with Tij = (}ji and Can m x N matrix 
ItJ.i,Gij= Cji then equation (19) can be written 
(21) 
n· . 
Th~ ,coefficients [aT "?] can easily be found from 
~) 
Tlii··., 
fi1 1 'i • Exploiting the sparsity of Tallows the above conversion from coefficients with respect to 
,:,ithe good basis, to coefficients with respect to the bad basis, to be performed in (/3+T+m)N 
Hlioperations. 
di:·.;'.:) 
\i::fi . ., Numerical Results 
!:.,,_ .:, .. ; 
Thi,~; section presents numerical results generated with an initial implementation of the 
method of this paper. The method was applied to a selection of random data sets with 
(; varipus typical variograms valid in 'R,2 and the computation times recorded. All the nu-
merical examples are for the important special case of ordinary Kriging when the degree 
·1 ,9f the polynomial trend, k, is 0. The experiments were conducted on a Sun Ultrasparc 
T .. machine; Section 6 below describes an application of the method to a non simulated data 
.set, an electromagnetic survey. 
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All the semi-variograms considered are isotropic and of the form (6). The number 
of iterations for convergence of GMRES varies greatly depending on the preconditioning 
strategy used and also on the initial basis function. (22)-(25) specify ¢(h) for h > 0, and 





¢(h) =co+ c1(l - exp(-c2h)) 
¢(h) =Co+ c1h 







All these functions are valid semi-variograms (SCNDl functions) provided co, c1, c2 > 0 
and also c2 < 2 in the case of (24) [10]. 
The results in tables 1 and 2 show that our approach can be successfully used for 
moderate and large problems. Many of the numerical experiments in these tables would 
not be solvable using standard direct methods. We have demonstrated that for twenty 
thousand centres the RBF-like coefficients can be found in less than two minutes in most 
'cases. In the case of a linear variogram with each Sj consisting of one hundred closest 
points and nine special points the solution is found in 100.4 seconds. The choice of the 
.size of Si is a tradeof between minimizing the setup time and minimizing the time for 
convergence in GMRES. Increasing /3 would decrease the time for GMRES to converge 
but increase the setup time. For smaller values of N, say between one thousand and ten 
thousand, then having /3 = 100 rather than /3 = 50 has no clear advantage with respect 
to computation time. Once N is about twenty thousand a clear advantage can be seen in 
having larger subsets. However, larger subsets means an increase in storage requirements. 
The current computation times will be improved with algorithmic changes within both the 
moment method and the setup codes. 
5 Prediction errors 
One advantage of Kriging over RBF fitting is that Kriging is designed to minimize the 
prediction error at a point. To find the prediction error at a point x we solve the linear 
system in equation (13) for each evaluation point and then evaluate using equation (8). 
Clearly this is undesirable when the number of data points is large. In the RBF literature 
functions of the form of the right hand side of (8) are referred to as power functions. The 
fundamental properties of the power functions are now well known (see e.g. Schaback [23], 
Light and Wayne [17] and Powell (19]). The following result may be proved by an argument 
analogous to that of Light and Wayne (17, Lemma 2.7]. 
Theorem: Let XN = {x1, ... ,xN} and XB = {x1, ... ,xB} be finite subsets of Rd with 
XB C XN. For a given x E Rd, let sN(x) and sB(x) be the Kriged values formed using 
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Number Approximate Iteration count to I Time in seconds for 
of cardinal function specified MSR error specified task 
centres strategy 
< 10-6 < 10-12 Setup GMRES 
exponential 8 11 6.0 7.0 
linear 8 11 4.9 6.5 
4000 power, c2=1/2 9 11 5.8 6.9 
power, c2=3/2 9 12 7.8 8.2 
rational quadratic 41 51 5.2 27.0 
exponential 13 17 17.2 26.0 
linear 13 16 14.0 24.4 
10000 power, c2=1/2 10 14 16.9 23.5 
power, c2=3/2 10 15 22.5 26.1 
rational quadratic 56 67 14.6 93.1 
exponential 17 23 33.2 77.8 
linear 17 23 26.4 74.0 
20000 power, c2=1/2 16 21 32.l 71.7 
power, c2=3/2 19 23 43.1 82.5 
rational quadratic 42 61 27.4 203.5 
·· f(Jt Re~~lts. of numerical ex~eriments for <I> functions gi:'en by eq~ations .(22)-\25'). 
:Bf.f?fOndit10nmg elements consist of one hundred closest pomts and nme special pomts. 
jyf,:'. RES timings are for 2-norm convergence to residual < 10-6 • 
f/\jbser;y~tions at the points of X N and X B respectively. Then 
(26) 
This result may be summarized as saying that using additional data points will not increase, 
and indeed is likely to decrease, the prediction error. Thus giving further motivation for 
fitting surfaces using all N points. If we fit using all N points and then form prediction 
errors based on local subsets of data we will obtain estimated prediction errors that are 
slightly greater than the actual prediction errors. 
Figure 3 gives an example of prediction errors for a data set of 300 points uniformly 
distributed in [O, 1]2. This example shows the prediction error surface corresponding to 
using all points is only slightly below the prediction error surface corresponding to using 
local subsets of 30 points. 
6 Geophysical application 
This section describes the application of the method of this paper to a geophysical data set. 
The data considered is an electromagnetic survey consisting of measurements of radiation 
due to decay of uranium at 18824 spatial locations. The :fittted surfaces are given in Figure 
.\ 
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Number Approximate Iteration count to Time in seconds for i 
of cardinal function specified MSR error specified task 
centres strategy 
< 10-6 < 10-12 Setup GMRES 
exponential 13 17 3.6 9.3 
linear 13 17 2.7 9.4 
4000 power, c2=1/2 9 13 3.5 7.4 
power, c2=3/2 10 15 5.2 9.5 
rational quadratic 31 46 2.8 24.3 
exponential 23 28 9.1 38.3 
linear 23 28 6.8 36.7 
10000 power, c2=1/2 15 22 8.7 31.3 
power, c2=3/2 18 25 12.7 37.6 
rational quadratic 46 64 7.2 85.5 
exponential 29 35 18.2 107.2 
linear 29 34 13.5 101.3 
20000 power, c2=1/2 25 32 17.6 99.3 
power, c2=3/2 29 35 25.5 112.6 
rational quadratic 34 62 14.3 203.1 
Table 2: Results of numerical experiments for <I> functions given by equations (22)-(25). 
The preconditioning elements consist of fifty closest points and nine special points. G MRES 
timings are for 2-norm convergence to residual < 10-6 . 
5. We are grateful to the Australian Geological Survey Organisation for the use of this 
data. We have scaled the data so it is contained in the region [O, 0.5] x [O, 1]. The measure-
ments of uranium radioactivity were taken by an aeroplane flying in transects across the 
domain. Assuming stationarity for this example we fitted a variogram by standard para-
metric techniques (see [24, 18] for more detail on fitting variograms). The experimental 
semi-variogram and fitted semi-variogram can be seen in Figure 4. 
The fitted equation is 
</>(h) = 0.014 + 0.025(1 - exp(-19h)), llhll > 0, (27) 
which is a valid semi-variogram, that is an SCNDl function, in 'R-2. 
Our preconditioning approach here was to use only nearby centers and no special points 
in forming the 'i/J functions. 'i/J elements formed in this way are called pure local approximate 
cardinal Junctions in [2]. Using this preconditioner we were able to make our subset size 30 
for each new basis element. This decreased our setup time considerably. Convergence to 
MSR 10-6 and MSR 10-12 took 11 and 18 iterations respectively. This compares favourably 
with the 17 and 23 iterations seen for the random data set of twenty thousand points in table 
1. The total set up time was 11.8 seconds and GMRES iteration required a further 84.5 
seconds for convergence of the 2-norm residual to 10-6• Solving for the RBF coefficients 












(a) Relative difference between the 
standard errors based on the whole 
data set and standard errors based on 
subsets of thirty points. 
QD:'..:,~~:::::,,i:'.:~=,.._J_.....J......d..J.cL:i~~~ZLJ 
0 ~ U M M M ~ U M U 1 
(b) Standard error surface where each 
point is found using the entire data set. 
Figure 3: Standard error surfaces for the basis function ef>(h) = 1 - exp(-h). The spatial 
data is three hundred random points within the domain [O, 1]2. 
0.04 • • • 
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h 
Figure 4: Experimental (*) and fitted (-) semi-variograms for the geophysical data set. 
The fitted semi-variogram is given by equation (27). 
7 Discussion 
We have presented a fast method for forming the fitted Kriging surface using RBF-like co-
efficients. In numerical experiments with the method fitting takes O(N log N) operations 
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(a) Kriged surface of radiation due to 
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point is found using subsets of size 40 
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Figure 5: The Kriged surface and the prediction error surface for the geophysical uranium 
data. The semi-variogram is given by equation (27). 
and CJ(N) storage. Previously finding these coefficients would have required CJ(N3) opera-
tions and CJ(N2 ) storage, therefore making the use of "global" Kriging surfaces impossible 
for large data sets. The numerical experiments presented show the effectiveness of this 
new method for a number of isotropic variogram functions using simulated data, and also 
for a geophysical data set. It is now possible to find these fitting coefficients for a data set 
containing 20,000 points in less than 2 minutes. Planned improvements in several aspects 
of the numerical code should extend the size of data set that can be handled to hundreds 
of thousands, or millions, of points in the near future. 
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